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Key Stage 2 Champions this week… 

Callum Spencer KASE-  demonstrating perseverance and determination in 
reading. 

Bartosz Cygan – using oracy skills to explain and justify answers effectively, 
particularly in guided reading. 

Ashleigh Beech for using her oracy skills to improve her writing. 

Inez Reutt for showing the skills of a resilient learner. 

Charlie Edwards for self-regulating her learning. She helps develop her 
mathematical skills by using resources when appropriate. Well done! 

Oracy: Ellie-May Harrison for becoming more confident when contributing 
to class discussions. Well done! 

Riley Whitehouse for KASE - fantastic resilience and determination to suc-
ceed and develop understanding. 

Chris Buffery for oracy - always willing to contribute and share his ideas in 
clear and concise sentences with accurate subject-specific vocabulary.   

Find us on Social Media: 

facebook.com/churchhillms 

twitter.com/churchhillms 

Upcoming Events: 

11.2.19—French trip for the year 7’s 
attending.  

 

KS3 Department Stars of the Week 

ENGLISH –Bethany Neade -  excellent effort to produce her best work this 
year. Ryan Walker and Josh Harrison for working collaboratively on linking 
issues. Julia Sztucka and Ashleigh Parkes – for continued hard work and a 
real desire to improve in English. Alec Wynn-Smith, Jessica Smith and Tim 
Bowman for the effort they have put into their discussion pieces.  
SCIENCE  - Ashleigh Parkes – for an excellent contribution to class discus-
sion and attitude to learning. Joe Masters for always trying his best even 
when challenged. 
PE  - Kieran Whitmore for never giving up and doing his best. Maddie 
Dainter – works hard and wants to push herself. 
FRENCH –Joshua Harrison, for his focus and striving to improve his under-
standing. 
ART—Jurgis Leitis for taking on extra challenges during art lessons and 
pushing himself. His progress is fantastic. Joe Masters and Dan Thomas for 
listening and taking on board all advice during lessons and completing all 
work to a great standard.   
DT –Joshua Harrison for his fantastic cushion study and for working hard 
every lesson independently and responsibly.  Ella Poulton–Rowberry for 
being resilient with her cushion piece and working through challenges.  
DRAMA –Josh Godwin for taking himself out of his comfort zone and 
pushing himself.  
GEOGRAPHY –Marek Jankowski for his enthusiasm about his report on 
Nike’s factory placements 
MATHS  - Mollie Barr - excellent enthusiasm. 
HISTORY –History Leah Harrison and Archie Clinton for a good effort to-
wards writing their assessed piece. Ashleigh Parkes – Positive attitude to 
history – she wanted to do more in her own time. 

TT ROCKSTARS—Greatest improvers 

The following students have the most improved 

scores  this week. You can be a part of TT Rock-

stars and challenge your child at home. https://

ttrockstars.com/ 

 

KS3 

Aliesha Rose-Harris  5.10s 

Verity Ellis-Jones 4.88s 

Keelan Bathurst 4.65s 

Josh Simpson  4.35s 

Sienna Birkett-Holmes  3.33s     

 

KS2 

Autumn Dawson -12.21s 

Maggie Osborne -10.91s 

Rio Towler  -8.45s 

Aleesha Prince  -7.81s 

George Chatwin -6.11s 

 

 We seek to develop confident and creative learners who can thrive in a changing world. 

Year 7 French Trip: 

Reminder - All pupils need to meet at 
4.45 am at the bottom of Wood Piece 
Lane. 

Mr Miles 



5IP 98% 6NR 90% 7EG 92% 8LH 79% 

5TB 90% 6JM 86% 7HJ 98% 8SF 96% 

5CY 92% 6BM 93% 7PM 93% 8CH 89% 

Attendance :  Week Ending Fri 25th January 

Words read Champion 

177,523  Alexandra Marriot 

177,523  Iris Pearce 

150,081   Freya Teague 

137,830  Rio Harborne 

118,882  Gabriella Hopkins 

86,764  Jakub Urban  

81,876  Ashton Clelford  

81,121  Samuel Bench 

 

 
 
Ryan Todd for being responsible during his DT lessons, for 
helping others and being kind. 
Ella Poulton–Rowberry for being resilient with her cushion 
piece and working through challenges.  
In English Joshua Charlton for being enthused towards our 
environment. 
Frank Hands and Faith O’Neill collaborative when analysing 
sources. 
Cosmopolitan/Champion – Sian Furneaux, for her ability to 
explain the RSA 8 concept to a room full of strangers at 

Warwick University 
Ryan Berg for working collaboratively during basketball 
lessons.  

Renaissance Top readers 
KS3 Readers of the week: 
 
Kieran Sword for pushing himself and reading a book above 
his ZPD.  
Iris Pearce for having the highest word count consisting of 
261,271 words! 
Chelsey Granger for a positive attitude to reading at home and 
for achieving 100% in the last 4 tests. 
Jay Veness – for improving his reading focus and quiz test 
scores since September 
Alexie Osborne for her desire improve. 

RSA8 

On Friday 1st February, our RSA 8 pupils headed across to Warwick University for a day to plan their Social Action Project. 
They were given a tour of the campus and the chance to ask relevant questions to first-year university students. The pupils 
thoroughly enjoyed visiting the library, and observing the outdoor art sculptures taken from the Arts Centre. They spent the 
rest of the morning in ‘The Occulus’ working closely with a representative from Uprising. Her excellent advice and guidance 
helped our pupils to clarify ideas for their project and led into an im-
promptu presentation, during which the pupils excelled under pres-
sure and spoke clearly and informatively about their plans. After a 
dinner of takeaway pizza and socialising with year 8s from other 
schools, we had a taster session with ‘WITS’ – the Warwick Improv 
Theatre Society. The third-year students gave our pupils an insight 
into how societies enrich university life, and helped to develop their 
confidence and narrative skills. Equally, the teachers enjoyed watch-
ing all of our RSA 8 pupils attempt to turn themselves into a giant di-
nosaur! The session ended with a Q&A, where pupils were given ad-
vice about their chosen careers and given examples of the educational 
pathways available to them. Our year 8s returned to school enthusias-
tic and excited about their project, during which they aim to bring our 
community together through language and cultural links – more info 
to follow! 

Tutor group word 

counts:  

5CY 360,300 

5IP *447,231* 

6BM 193,408 

6JM 367,854 

6NR 369,618 

7EG *652,148* 

7HJ 218,521 

7PM 170,662 

8CH 100,260 

8LH 132,498 

8SF 240,006 

Who has been on the KASE? 
 KS3 Tutee’s of the week: 

8CHO -  Bethany Rodriguez-
Mitchell – so polite and bril-
liantly hard working. 
8LH –Skyie Clarke – always 
doing the right thing and lis-
tens attentively to others 
8SF –Callum Quilkin and 
Cailen Bosworth for their fan-
tastic contributions during 
PSHE and for great listening 
skills.  
7HJ - Keelan Bathurst – Being 
reliable and organised with his 
positive card. 
7EG –Harvey Hanson for help-
ing with jobs in the classroom 
at lunchtime.  


